INGAF

BROCHURE

WHO WE ARE
About INGAF
Intellectual Giants in Africa Foundation is
a nonprofit organization established in
January 2019 as an Incorporated
Trusteeship under the Nigerian Law with
the corporate Affairs Commission
(CAC/IT/NO 123780), to train and raise
intellectuals who would solve the local,
national and regional challenges across
Africa.

INGAF supports children who are less
privileged to attain quality education,
promotes grass root leadership in various
communities, trains and empowers young
adults to provide innovative solutions to the
political, economic and environmental
challenges in Africa.

Our Vision:

Our Mission:
To create sustainable learning centers
through meaningful engagements that
spurs development and empower
beneficiaries.
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To raise innovative and creative
minds to effect a social
transformation across Africa.

OUR CORE VALUES
Summarized in the acronyms

SHARE-

SERVICE DRIVEN

HONESTY

“SHARE”
Service is at the hub of our core values; service
to our clients, to our team, and to communities.
In INGAF, our joy knows no bounds, as we keep
sharing responsibility and serving others. Do
wego the extra mile? Oh yes, if need be.

What do you do when no one else is watching?
In INGAF, we do what is right, regardless of who
is observing or not. Beyond words, we place a
high premium on integrity, as we keep working
as a team, and serving others.

Decisions have to be made. Irrespective of the
results, we don`t pass the buck. We own up for
decisions made, learn from our failures, propose
solutions, and grow. In ingaf, we keep measuring
ACCOUNTABILITY ourselves against the highest standard of integrity
and fiscal responsibility.

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING

EXCELLENCE

-

In INGAF, we take out time to show up for each
other, speak from our heart, celebrate others, and
have fun. We need it. Happy people are more
effective and creative. As we keep building a durable
relationship with our clients and the communities,
we also ensure that they are happy with our services.

In INGAF, we see comfort zones as burial zones
for “the best”. We stay hungry for continuous
improvement; both personally and
professionally. Our passion for exceptional
execution and great outcome is on a high gear.

We are Intellectual Giants in Africa.
We believe that Development is possible in Africa.
We derive joy in serving others.
Our outcomes are exceptional.
Africa is growing, and will keep growing.
We are open to collaboration
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ENLARGEMENT
STRATEGY
Our desire to make an impact in our
world is supported through:

SPONSORSHIP
We create free learning centres for
adults in various communities. We also
seek to fund less-privileged children
with their fees to go to school, with
educational materials, to enable smooth
teaching and learning process to take
place.
To achieve peak performance, we
motivate teachers to be more innovative
and creative, as they execute their
duties.
We also give grants to young adults and
sponsor them to engage in skill
acquisition programmes (SAPs) that
will assist them to become financially
independent.

CAPACITY BUILDING
We visit various schools to train students
to become better thinkers and solution
providers.
We also launch out to various institutions
and communities, building relationships
with heads of schools and community
leaders respectively and creating
effective social impact solutions across
Africa.
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WHAT WE DO
At INGAF, we pride ourselves in
leading enviable change across our
prime focus areas, also effecting
specific and measurable impact
through our partners across target
communities in Africa.
We also seek to promote a sustainable
broad-based school-community
relationship with the aim of solving
the social, economic and
environmental challenges.

OUR FOCUS AREAS
EDUCATION

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Education intervention is the nucleus of the
foundation`s work and our goal is to promote
quality education for adults and children. In
addition to that, supplying all the resources
needed to improve technical, vocational and
higher education in Africa is part of our
vision.

Our entrepreneurial intervention seeks
to support initiatives that better the lives
of individuals and families through
income generation and economic
empowerment. This is in line with the
fulfilment of Sustainable Development
Goals 1 (No poverty) and Goal 8
(Decent Work and Economic Growth).

Our intervention seeks to promote basic
Literacy Education for Adults Literacy
Education, Girl-child Education, Career
Development Programme and Life
Coaching. Our vision is in line with Goal 4 of
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
that seeks to ensure inclusive and equitable
quality education and promote lifelong
learning opportunities for all.

Vocational education, skills acquisition,
and financial literacy is also core in our
entrepreneurial intervention. We
believe that as we meaningfully engage
individuals effectively and
productively, there will be increased
employability opportunities, as the rate
of unemployment and crime will
reduce.

OTHERS

LEADERSHIP

Our focus on leadership development is
essential to the current trends of events in the
globe. Raising a new generation of young
citizens, having a track record of integrity,
accountability, competency, that with the
relevant qualities to propel change, growth
and generic transformation in their various
spheres, is part of our vision – raising
Intellectual Giants in Africa

SDGs
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SNAPSHOT OF OUR ACTIVITIES
EDUCATION
Quality Education is part of Sustainable Development Goals of the UN. Many students
don`t have the privilege of having practical sessions and extra—mural classes. INGAF
creates learning centres for mostly public-school pupils to have a better understanding of
concepts, theories, ideas and principles being taught in their various schools. We also
organize healthy competitions which include quiz competition, spelling bee, just to mention
a few.
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SPELLING, BEE QUIZ SESSION DURING THE LONG VACATION, ALUNGU-LUNGU, AMAC, ABUJA
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The challenges that have bedeviled public schools in Africa are enormous. We go to
Public schools to donate materials to underprivileged students, provide resources for
teachers, also, career development trainings.

A.Our visit to Junior Secondary School Galadima, Abuja.

ADULT EDUCATION
A snap shot with some of the Adult Education women in Lungu community.
As UNESCO works tirelessly to ensure universal access to quality education for all
women and girls, so does INGAF. We build and create free training and learning
centres in poor communities to discourage discrimination and ensure that the
course of UNESCO is actualized in Africa.

Lungu-Alungu Community Adult Education Centre, Abuja F.C.T
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SKILL ACQUISITION, VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND
CAREER COACHING PROGRAM IN ABUJA

INGAF believes that national issues like corruption, crime and unemployment
can be reduced when young adults acquire skills and are empowered to be selfemployed. Going to various communities to empower and train young people in
tailoring, barbing, shoe making is part of our vision.

Skill acquisition programme held at L.E.A,
Primary School, Lungu-Alungu, Gwarinpa Abuja.
Instilling vocational and other generic soft skills in the community children
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SNAPSHOT OF 2021 ACTIVITIES
A. EDUCATION:
An Awareness on Sexual Abuse Sensitization,
Lungu community, Gwarinpa Abuja
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INGAF at Deeper Life High School,
Abuja Campus for an
Enlightenment Programme
TOPIC:

SEXUAL ABUSE AND ITS IMPACT ON ADOLESCENTS
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MILESTONES
LEADERSHIP

In INGAF, we are youthful,
smart and enthusiastic. As we
serve in various communities
in Africa, we also create an
exciting learning environment
that help us stay fresh,
promote growth, progress and
speed for us, keeping eyes on
our vision and raising
Intellectual; Giants in Africa, is
of the essence.

Africa shall rise and soar again.
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Sexual Abuse awareness program
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A visit to Chief Palace Kuchibedna
Community, Gwarinpa,Abuja F.C.T

DELIBERATIONS ON STRATEGIES FOR
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT WITH CHIEF
KUCHIBEDNA COMMUNITY,
GWARINPA ABUJA F.C.T.
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SKILL ACQUISITION PROGRAMME

INGAF BENEFICIARY
Rebekah Joseph, a beneficiary of INGAF in
MIMA JJ FASHION DESIGN SCHOOL in
Gwarinpa Abuja.
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PROGRAMMES WITH SOME OF OUR KEY PARTNERS
The Murdock-Thompson Center for Teachers
&
Teachers’ Denfense Fund

Promoting welfare packages and teacher`s job satisfaction is part of our long-term mission
in INGAF. In 2021/2022, we decided to partner with The Murdock-Thompson Center for
Teachers, to support, recognize and reward teachers for their work in the development of
new classroom strategies, which can includes curriculum reform and motivational
strategies.
N.B: The Murdock-Thompson Center for Teachers (M-TC) is a 501 (c)(3) non-profit
organization incorporated in the United States with a focus on teacher innovation and
ingenuity. Its mission supports teachers in a variety of ways. Towards which, M-TC
honours and awards teachers to instigate positive educational change from the ground, up.

Peter Thompson, Ph.D
Founder, M-TC

William Lavin
M-TC President

The M-TC solely, may elect to award at least one teacher from a partnering school a total of
$1,000 USD per year for the duration of the school partnership.
So far, schools in Nigeria like Capville schools, Britarch schools, Kingsville schools, just to
mention a few, have been beneficiaries of our dynamic and productive partnership with the
M-TC.
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Outreach to schools promoting teachers
innovation and effective classroom motivational strategies

INGAF TEAM CROSS SECTION WITH TEACHERS OF
BRITARCH SCHOOLS, LUGBE, AMAC ABUJA
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Outreach to schools promoting teachers
innovation and effective classroom motivational strategies

INGAF TEAM CROSS SECTION WITH TEACHERS OF
KINGSVILLE COLLEGE, JAHI, AMAC ABUJA
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Outreach to schools promoting teachers
innovation and effective classroom motivational strategies

INGAF TEAM CROSS SECTION WITH TEACHERS OF
EUSTON BRITISH INT’L SCHOOL, GWARINPA ABUJA
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Outreach to schools promoting teachers
innovation and effective classroom motivational strategies

INGAF TEAM CROSS SECTION WITH TEACHERS OF
COMMUNITY SECONDARY SCHOOL, ASOKORO ABUJA
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Outreach to schools promoting teachers
innovation and effective classroom motivational strategies

INGAF TEAM CROSS SECTION WITH TEACHERS OF
CAPVILLE SCHOOLS, DAWAKI, ABUJA
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MILESTONES

INGAF believe that School - Community
relationship needs to be developed. This will
enable the school curriculum align with the
unique challenges in their various
communities. Students end up becoming
Solution Providers to the problems in their
communities. We create a link by building
platforms where Local Heads convey their
problems to the School Principals Head of
Schools.

COMMUNITY-SCHOOL RELATIONSHIP
A visit to Chief Palace Alugu-Lungu,
Gwarinpa, Abuja.
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SOME OF OUR FRIENDS
&
PARTNERS
16
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OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Lawson Ogubie.

Victoria Udofia.

Emmanuel Olufemi

Emmanuel O
. . Idiagi
President/Executive Director,
Intellectual Giants In Africa Foundation(INGAF)

David Ikong

Rita Bakokor
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Joshua B. Enoch.

DELEGATES OF INGAF IN VARIOUS STATES IN NIGERIA

Jonathan Ulompwa

Charles Unomieta

(Adamawa State)

(Akwa-Ibom State)

(Benue State)

Patrick Ikade

Daniel Anowu

John Adams

(BenueState)

Nwaokolo Victor

(Edo State)

(Cross River State)

Michael Joseph Alaje

(Delta State)

Rosemary Osagie

Amaechi Onuoha

(Edo State)

(Ebonyi State)
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DELEGATES OF INGAF IN VARIOUS STATES IN NIGERIA

Sameuel Lance Momodu

Elijah Oluwatobi Samuel

(Kaduna State)

(Kogi State)

Sunday Onimisi

Jacob Opemiye

(KanoState)

(Lagos State)

Ruth Esor

Emmanuel A. Bada

(Niger State)

(Ondo State)
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Daniel Omale Onu

(Kogi State)

Bitrus Ishaya

(Nasarawa State)

Vivian Njidda

(Taraba State)

DELEGATES OF INGAF IN VARIOUS STATES IN NIGERIA

Ayeni Elijah Kayode

(Osun State)

Glamour Idiagi

(Rivers State)
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Easy Shekwonu

(FCT-ABUJA)

Contact us
Address: Suite 1, Jima Plaza, Plot 1267,
Ahmadu Bello Way, Opp GTB PLC,
Area 11, Garki Abuja.

www .ingaf.org.ng

+234 810 147 6537
+234 703 867 9705

info@ingaf.org.ng

@Ingafoﬃcial

Intellectual Giants in Africa Foundation
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NOTE
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